introduction
Selecting the best articles from the last five years was quite a challenge—much more than
I thought it would be when I first embarked on this project.
I began with the assumption that articles and activities that appeared in L&L were the best
of the best. They had been reviewed by the staff and subject-matter experts, so the pedagogy and technology use was sound. Any concerns had been addressed before acceptance
and publication. I also decided not to include news and new product announcements—
these types of articles do not have a high archival value, and their worth is based more on
the fleeting elements they cover than their writing.
With that in mind, I began narrowing down my selections. I decided to use a blog to help
ISTE leaders and L&L readers nominate some of their favorites and discuss their nominations with each other. Based on the feedback I received, I added links to the PDFs of all of
the articles to help blog visitors refresh their memories.
While readers were posting their comments on the blog, I also looked through the letters
to the editor to see which articles had generated the most reader feedback over the years.
I also went outside the ISTE universe and searched general education blogs to see which
articles had generated discussion throughout the field.
I used nominations from my blog, feedback published in the magazine, and my careful
reading of the issues to select a slate of nominations from each section of the magazine.
The final step I took in making my initial selections was to ensure broad representation
across volumes and issues. I wanted to avoid the trap of focusing solely on the newer
articles. As the magazine and the field evolve, it is hard to argue that the most current
information is the most relevant. But my goal was to ensure that this collection represented all five volumes. In the curriculum section, I also ensured that most curriculum
areas and age groups were covered. I posted these on the blog for further feedback and
help selecting the final articles for inclusion.
I wrote the chapter introductions to provide some background for the articles and
columns. I also approached many of the authors included to see if they could provide
short updates to accompany their articles. The author updates appear with the features,
curriculum articles, and other articles as appropriate. They help provide a more recent
context for some of the articles, which is useful in the fast-changing field of educational
technology.
Jennifer Roland
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We created the Point/Counterpoint column to broaden discussion.
With the Issue Oriented column, we had begun a discussion between
the magazine and the readers. With Point/Counterpoint, we were able
to foster discussion among the readers. In addition to the monthly
debate, we began offering a poll on the L&L website. Readers could
simply tick a box describing how they felt about the issue, or they
could offer a description of why they came down on one side or the
other. These responses were then published in a later issue—I’ve
included the reader poll results and responses to ensure a complete
picture of the issues.
First, we take a lofty perspective: the goals of K–12 education. In
“Is the Goal of K–12 to Produce Employees or Learners?” (September
2006) Francis D. Head and Randy Edwards debate the seeming
opposition between educational goals. This question actually came up
in response to a previous Point/Counterpoint entry in which Chris
Stephenson and Trudy Abramson debated whether there was still a
gender gap in science, math, and technology disciplines (“Has the
Gender Gap Closed?” May 2006). We noticed that in addition to
their difference in opinion about whether the gender gap had closed,
they also seemed to have a difference in opinion about whether
education should be focusing on teaching skills related to learning
or to employment. We then asked Francis and Randy to elaborate on
this issue. They brought up important points about how the U.S. job
market is stunted because of the lack of prepared workers and about
the danger of vocational tracking of students in an educational system
focused on employability. Readers came down vehemently in support
of creating learners in the poll, but in the responses, a few readers
pointed out the false dichotomy of the question. When we set up the
Point/Counterpoint column, we knew that in most cases, the real
answer would be somewhere in the middle. We believed strongly in
the value of the discussions, and Point/Counterpoint generated more
reader feedback than we had ever received before.
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Mike Ribble and Gerald Bailey

Since the publication of the articles on digital citizenship in September and October 2004,
there have been some updates/modifications to some of the information. The most significant changes were in the nine elements that provide the framework for digital citizenship.
When evaluating the original nine elements it became apparent that some of those
concepts could be combined while yet other elements were needed. These changes provide
a more adequate coverage of the issues within digital citizenship. Today the nine elements
and definitions of digital citizenship are:
Digital Access: full electronic participation in society
Digital Commerce: electronic buying and selling of goods
Digital Communication: electronic exchange of information
Digital Literacy: process of teaching and learning about technology and

the use of technology

Digital Etiquette: electronic standards of conduct or procedure
Digital Law: electronic responsibility for actions and deeds
Digital Rights and Responsibilities: those requirements and freedoms

extended to everyone in a digital world

Digital Health and Wellness: physical and psychological well-being in a

digital technology world

Digital Security (self-protection): electronic precautions to guarantee safety

We are constantly evaluating the nine elements to determine if additional work or modifications need to be made. Feedback from educators and district representatives confirm
that many users are pleased with the way the elements are organized at this time.
In summer 2007, two events coincided to help support and expand the concept of digital
citizenship. First, ISTE refreshed the National Educational Technology Standards for
Students (NETS•S). The Social, Ethical, Legal, and Human Issues standard was changed
to Digital Citizenship. This change helped to show the importance of the digital citizenship concept. Second, ISTE published the book Digital Citizenship in Schools, which
included updated content and materials on this topic. These events have helped digital
citizenship to continue to develop in schools and districts. In 2008, the NETS refresh
continued for teachers and it includes digital citizenship as one of the updated standards.
ISTE also published the book Raising a Digital Child on digital citizenship for parents
under its new imprint, HomePage books, in early 2009. We believe that this move into
educating parents about digital citizenship will support the work in schools and create
more communication between these groups about appropriate technology use.
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